Directions from COM1 School of Computing to Workstation Labs at I³

START (at Technical Services, COM1 level 1)

Walk towards the main entrance of COM1 and exit COM1.

Turn left and walk along the pathway towards COM2 building.

Walk past the security post at COM2.

Keep left and enter the canteen.

Keep right and walk to the end of the canteen.

Walk straight; down one flight of stairs to 3rd Storey.

Walk straight; down one flight of stairs to 2nd Storey.

Checkpoint: BIZ2 Building (4th Storey)

Keep left; walk straight for about fifty steps until you see a vending machine.

Walk through the passageway until you see a glass door labeled “Staff Offices”.

Enter “Staff Offices” and walk towards the end of the corridor.

Go through the 2 doors labeled “Smoke Stop Lobby”.

Walk up one flight of stairs.

Walk down one flight of stairs and proceed towards the building ahead.

Checkpoint: I³ Building

Walk along the back of the building.

Watch out for a small tree on your right; turn right.

Enter building through back door (middle panel).

Turn left; walk towards the lifts.

Take the lift to the 3rd level.

Exit the lift and turn left.

END (WSLabs)